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About This Game

Now with full Vive VR support!

An isolated town.
Dozens of ensnared citizens.

Each with their own thoughts, each with their own reasons for ending up here.

But only one will listen.
Find her.

Katie, at it's core, is a game about understanding. About talking, dwelling, thinking. Walk around, speak to people, explore the
town, uncover secrets (if that's your thing), and listen to Katie. Written during a time of immense personal transition, Katie is a

casual yet vulnerable reflection on friendship, dealing with loss, and the pursuit of meaning in the midst of chaos. It's an
expression of mind laid bare in a vicarious manner, and a narrative of a life on the verge of sanity.

Features

A fully realized, living, 3D pixel-art town, cut off from the rest of society and ready for exploration.

Dozens of handmade citizens, each with their own look and Idea that they're willing to express. Talk to them, ignore
them, or let them be.
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A vulnerable narrative that unfolds over a week as you interact with the individual that gave this game it's namesake, and
seek to understand what drives the heart of the town.

Walk around, look around, be around.

Secret, post-game content.

Fully movable swings (to relive your elementary days).

"What are you running from?"
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Title: Katie
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Publisher:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8/8.1, 10

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Runs on most laptops

English
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Very cool. I'm not usually the one for fortune telling and horoscopes, but this very well done.. Whatever you do, don't delete the
well in the bear's enclosure when in missions D:

Good little time killer of a game.

Pros:
Lots of horses! (you can actually ride them)
More animals than just horses though.
Breeding is insanely quick. @_@
Lot of creative options as visitors love decorations and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Use DNA to recreate extinct
animals!

Cons:
Graphics are old
Both animals and visitors are crazy picky. They freak over every tiny thing and you spend all this time trying to make them
happy and then they aren't happy anyway.
Had a mission to get horses to jump over fire, they refused. RIP
May have some errors on trying to leave game (minor)
The community is kind of dead?

Overall I'd recommend, but do try to grab on sale ;D

. terrible game player gets stuck for no reason. base game comes in at a good price. if you're migrating from the console version,
be aware that a lot of the songs you might be used to playing are locked behind the Forever Friends DLC, which places the full
price of this game much closer to those versions.

Kind of a weird monetization model. There's enough content in the base title to say it's not a demo, but if you don't hide the
DLC content in the interface, you'll realize that half (or maybe more) of the songs are locked until you go all-in. still a great
game. works well with a keyboard out of the box, can also be configured to match other titles like DJMAX: Respect, and all of
the charts are possible to play on a controller too. If you're coming over from beatmania or DJMAX, you might find this game
too easy, but for a beginner or someone that's just looking to have a bit more of a chill experience, this is a good starting point..
Great Concept enjoy playing but the LAG has killed my experience. IT physically hurts my eyes as i click to move up and a
second later the screen moves, trying to place objects is a nightmare. Would love to play more, but until the lag is reduced I'm
not going to
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One of the first third person shooters, and still one of the best.
If you didn't play this when it came out you need to get it now.. Head-admin VRPilll tried to groom me with free games cuz i'm
15 years old.... game full of pedos parents beware. Completely rng based around the corruption bosses but pretty good none the
less.. Have to say, didn't expect this kind of story. For thous, who didn't play it, or want to play it blind, there will be some major
spoilers in my review.

So, if I got it right, it is basically David reliving his memories, thanks to a machine, made by Eden. All thous glitchies and wierd
stuff happening, is because the machine is not working properly. It also explains thous monsters. Or they could be his own fears
and guilt of him loosing a baby, I don't really know. So David and Rose (his wife) are expecting a baby, but the baby dies and
David suggest that they shoud adopt someone. Rose is not ok with that saying that noone can replace their baby, but after some
time she goes with him, but they have a car crash. She is also using antidepresives and eating a lot of them. They start to fight
with eachother to the point she can't handle it anymore and commit suicide. That is bassically their story. And because David
feels guilty over her death, he buyes that machine which you can see in the end if you choose to not manually reboot it.
Otherwise the game strats over again. He disconnects himself, going through his house full of servers, which I don't know why
they are there, but ok. You can then choose, if you go back to the machine, or if you walk out the door while David is saying
that he will join his wife soon.

So, now to the review. The game is amazing and original. I can't say that I didn't get bored or annoyed at some points, like that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing water monster, but it is part of it. If you expect some action and runnig from monsters, than you
are wrong. The game is based around stealth and distraction, while you are sneaking by the wall, praying that it won!t hear you.
The game is not that scary, but it has it's moments and I have to say, while I was walking throught the sewers I was terrified
from that baby monster.
Music and sounds are really well made and are fitting it well. Also having more options throughtout the game would be nice.
Graphics are of course simple, because you are litterally walking through dark places, but there are some lightend places, where
the game tells the story and it is ok. Monsters are really scary, maybe except the water monster. Puzzles are simple, story is
interesting and the atmosphere of the game is amazing. The option of using your own voice to do thous pulses was great idea
and being able to play it in VR was just marvelous. It is not long and I was able to complete it in one sitting (2 hours).
My personal score of this game is 8\/10. :). I loved the atmosphere and the writing.

Riddles were clever but sometimes too hard for a non-native English speaker.

Thanks, Skot!. Storm in a Teacup is an entertaining platformer, which has an atmosphere that is similar to LittleBigPlanet. It is
wholely enjoyable, but lacks multiplayer or stat rankings. 100%able in about 4.5 hours. If you have 5 dollars and 4 hours to kill
out of sheer boredom, you might just have some fun.. great game ! great story !

it work on windows 10 with this:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3g8QI3-j3xs
works like a charm on my resolution 3440 1440 no problems.
works with other games, soul reaver, soul reaver 2,...

for the controller to work fine you need programme on steam,
controller companion. works for all the older games ;-)

hope this help out a lot of you !
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